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Report From Our Trustees

the moldova project continued to make great progress 
in 2017, refining and developing our work in moldova and 
strengthening our Uk functions so we could reach even 
more families living in extreme poverty.

highlights included recruitment of a second staff member 
in moldova, expanding our capacity to provide intensive 
support, and 11 families reaching self-sufficiency. in 
addition, numbers of children and vulnerable adults 
benefitting from our medical interventions, playrooms and 
training sessions continued to increase. 

in spring four members of the trustee board visited 
moldova to meet our team and beneficiaries and to see 
our work in action. hearing the stories of the parents and 
children we work with first-hand was as moving as ever and 
reminded us of the continuing urgency of our work. we 
also met other organisations operating in moldova and the 
british ambassador, lucy joyce. the conversations had 
during this visit formed the basis for some improvements 
to our policies and strategy, some of which are ongoing 
into 2018. 
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in 2017 we were fortunate to receive repeat funding 
from allergan international foundation for healthcare, 
and from allan and nesta ferguson charitable trust for 
training. we also received a grant from the staff of hse 
(cork and kerry) association for the relief of poverty 
to fund another ambitious building project, making a 
tangible and substantial difference to the lives of families 
in very difficult circumstances. we would like to thank 
these funders as well as our other donors and sponsors, 
whose generosity have made it possible for us to achieve 
so much.

we look forward to our tenth year with optimism, 
excitement and hope that we can continue to make  
long-lasting changes to some of europe’s most  
vulnerable families.

signed by the chair of trustees,
on behalf of the board

emma watson, chair of trUstees 
laUrence morton, treasUrer  
lUcy hamdUlay, vice-chair of trUstees
khaleel hamdUlay 
terry gallagher
dale timson  
tanya bUynovskaya
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2017 was a year which brought many challenges. we have 
extended our activities into new villages and initiated new 
partnerships which have made it possible for us to create 
real opportunities for our beneficiaries to have access to 
a multidisciplinary team, education and decent medicine, 
and to benefit from a safe home and positive emotions. we 
are happy to have enlarged our team both in the Uk and 
moldova. at the core of our actions and results is our vision 
to promote welfare and to contribute to the harmonious 
childhood and development of 144 children and their 
families, who have received our support every month.

through our projects we try to reach the different aspects 
of vulnerability in a way that makes our results more 
qualitative and palpable. our national and international 
volunteers have a huge impact, and especially our sponsors, 
who believe in the importance of the impact that we create 
in the lives of disadvantaged families in the villages of 
moldova. 

Report From The 
Team in Moldova
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throughout the year, thousands of children have benefited 
from socio-educational animation activities, entertainment, 
unique and unforgettable moments during the winter and 
summer project and also in the playrooms that we have 
opened in the regions where we run our activities.

we have bold plans for 2018 and with the support of our 
partners, mass-media, businesses and civil society we 
hope that we are going to reach new levels, so that the 
abandonment of children is not an option for families  
in vulnerable situations. through this work we hope  
children can continue to spend their childhood 
harmoniously, without fear, in a safe place with loving and 
responsible parents.

victoria morozov, project manager



87% of beneficiaries gave our support a 10/10 ranking. 
100% gave it 8/10 or higher

1 house was bought

92 parents were trained

42 families were supported

2769 attendances in the geamana playroom

2078 attendances in the ciuciuleni playroom

2732 attendances in the bobeica playroom

11 families became self-sufficient

173 medical interventions were delivered

More than 300 children benefitted from the summer project

More than 500 children benefitted from the winter project

7 houses were repaired during the building project

Over 600 poultry and animals were bought for the families 

32 national and international volunteers worked with the families

The year in numbers
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Our Objectives 
the moldova project’s work is based on a simple belief – 
that the best place for a child to grow up is with a family 
who can support them. too often, this is not the case 
for children in moldova, who are put into orphanages or 
grow up with parents who are unable to give them the 
best chance in life for a variety of reasons.

We support Moldova’s most vulnerable families to find 
long-term solutions to the issues that they face so that 
they can live happier, safer and more independent lives.

Our vision is for every child in Moldova to have the 
right to an education, a family, a safe home and the 
opportunity to be happy.

our model is based on forming close relationships with 
every family we work with, gaining an understanding of 
their skills, ambitions and the difficulties they face so 
we can work with them to overcome these issues. Since 
we began work in 2008, 39 families have become 
self-sufficient with our support. this is a testament to 
the fantastic contributions of our staff, volunteers and 
sponsors, who make our work possible. 
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we continued to diversify and refine the support  
offered to the families we work with in 2017. key areas 
of work included:

Intensive mentoring, which remains at the centre of 
our work with each family. we worked with 42 families 
in 2017, helping them to identify goals which would help 
them reach self-sufficiency, then supporting them to 
achieve these aims. 11 families became self-sufficient.

Training sessions on a range of topics, including the 
basics of child development, the impact of smoking and 
alcohol on health and domestic violence. these were 
attended by 92 people in total. we received funding 
this year which meant we could expand this programme, 
providing more opportunities for our families to gain 
skills and knowledge during interactive sessions.

What Did We Do in 2017? Comprehensive healthcare for each person we 
support, delivering 173 medical interventions. poor 
health has a significant impact on short-term quality 
of life and long-term prospects, and provides a barrier 
to work and school if not addressed. interventions 
ranged from operations and treatment for serious 
illnesses to preventative medicine and treatment for  
minor conditions.

our fifth building project, this year trialling a new 
delivery model involving local labour rather than 
international volunteers. 7 families benefitted from 
this, playing a key role in managing the work done on 
their houses. all were delighted with the results. 

our playrooms in the villages of bobeica, ciuciuleni and 
geamana continued to be extremely popular with the 
children we work with. the playworkers observed notable 
changes in the behaviour of some, as well as positive 
interactions between children from different socio-
economic backgrounds who might not otherwise interact.
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We purchased a house for the Stroiescu family thanks to 
the generosity of one of our supporters, maria sweetnam. 
the family finally have the security of their own home 
after many years of inadequate housing and uncertainty. 

towards the end of 2017 we began work in a new village, 
Loganesti in the district of Hincesti.  this was an exciting 
development for us, as it represented reaching a stage 
where there are very few families left who need our 
support in bobeica, the first village we began work in. we 
will gradually move out of bobeica and ciuciuleni as the 
families we are supporting there become self-sufficient.

Summer and Winter Projects, providing exciting and 
busy programmes of activities for hundreds of children. 
these were valuable volunteer-led opportunities for 
children who have little to do during the school holidays 
to play, interact with others and enjoy a range of  
new experiences. in spring, we purchased animals for families who had 

a plan to use them to generate an income and/ or food 
as part of their journey to self-sufficiency. the animals 
ranged from goats and pig to chickens. many have bred 
them and produced their own food during the year.

we increased our media work in 2017, making the most 
of opportunities to raise awareness of our work among 
new audiences. in moldova we were covered on national 
tv and radio stations 32 times in total. 

in the Uk our fundraising continued to be successful 
and we exceeded 2016’s income, raising our highest 
ever total of £93,877. we’re very grateful to all our 
sponsors, donors and other supporters, without which 
our work could not continue.
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the purpose of the charity is the prevention of relief 
of poverty in various villages in moldova through the 
following objects: 

•	 family sponsorship and other projects by providing 
grants, items and service to individuals and families 
in need and/or charities or other organisations 
working to assist those in need or working to prevent 
or relieve poverty;

•	 provision of assistance in the provision of education, 
training and healthcare projects for people of  
all ages; 

•	 funding of projects designed to improve the quality 
of life of moldovans in need for activities to include 
but not limited to the renovation of housing, building 
recreational grounds and building and renovating 
public spaces;

•	 the placement and arrangement of volunteers to 
visit moldova in order to assist those in need and 
with the aforementioned projects.

Governance and management
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work in moldova is led by our project manager, who is 
employed on a part-time consultancy basis. this year 
we were able to recruit a second part-time consultant as 
a project assistant, who has greatly supported our work 
with vulnerable families. our work is also supported 
by a number of other occasional staff members and 
volunteers, including members of the local authorities 
in each village (mayors and social workers) and 
playworkers who run our playrooms. we are extremely 
grateful to these dedicated and skilful individuals for 
their hard work and determination to improve the lives 
of the families we support.

the charity is governed by a Uk-based trustee 
board, who have continued to meet quarterly 
during this year. the board is led by emma watson, 
chair of trustees, who is also a co-founder. there 
have been some changes in board membership and 
recruitment was undertaken to ensure the board 
benefits from the range of skills and experience 
needed to support the charity’s activities. recruitment  
will continue to be a priority into 2018, as a lack of 
capacity has been noted as a potential barrier to the 
expansion of activities.

Structure
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the trustees have continued to ensure policies are 
adequate to support all of the charity’s activities. a full 
set of policies are now in place, including:
•	 reserves policy (revised in 2017 to reflect our 

increased expenditure)
•	 conflicts policy 
•	 safeguarding policy (to be reviewed in early 2018)
•	 health and safety policy (to be reviewed in early 2018)
•	 financial controls policy (to be reviewed in early 2018)
•	 a risk register is also in place. 

a priority for 2018 will be assessing the ways in which 
these policies are applied to work and whether some 
improvements can be made to make them more 
effective in practice.

research is also underway into areas including methods 
of transferring funds from the Uk to moldova and 
insurance for moldovan staff to ensure governance 
standards are as high as possible.

Policies and procedures
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a risk register was created in 2015 to identify and 
mitigate potential risks and continued to be in operation 
this year. dbs checks were carried out on all volunteers 
in line with our safeguarding policy, with improvements 
made to the process for requesting these to ensure 
they are completed well ahead of volunteering projects. 
expenditure on insurance was lower this year as 
international volunteers were not involved in the building 
project. the level of insurance needed continues to be 
reviewed annually. 

Management of Risk
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Strategy
at the beginning of 2016 a draft 3 year strategy 
was developed, setting out targets for growth. the 
majority of activities outlined in this strategy have been 
undertaken as planned; however, a full review will be a 
priority for the beginning of 2018. the trustees have 
identified a need to continue to develop and improve 
methods for recording the impact of our work, which 
will inform the development of a realistic strategy which 
delivers the maximum impact for our beneficiaries.
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Independent Examiner’s Report 
on the Accounts

Report to the 
trustees of

On accounts for 
the year ended

Charity no.

Respective 
responsibilities 
of trustees and 
examiner

Basis of 
independent 
examiner’s 
statement

Independent 
examiner’s 
statement

Signed

Relevant 
qualifications 

Address

the moldova project

31st december 2017

1161680

the charity’s trustees are responsible for the 
preparation of the accounts. the charity’s 
trustees consider that an audit is not required 
for this year under section 144 of the charities 
act 2011 (the charities act) and that an 
independent examination is needed.  
 it is my responsibility to: 
•	 examine the accounts under section 145 of 

the charities act, 
•	 to follow the procedures laid down in the 

general directions given by the charity 
commission (under section 145(5)(b) of 
the charities act, and 

•	 to state whether particular matters have 
come to my attention.

my examination was carried out in accordance with 
general directions given by the charity commission.  
an examination includes a review of the accounting 
records kept by the charity and a comparison of 
the accounts presented with those records.  it also 
includes consideration of any unusual items or 
disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations 
from the trustees concerning any such matters.  the 
procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence 
that would be required in an audit, and consequently 
no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present 
a ‘true and fair’ view and the report is limited to those 
matters set out in the statement below.

in connection with my examination, no matter has 
come to my attention
1. which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in, 
any material respect, the requirements:
•	 to keep accounting records in accordance with 

section 130 of the charities act; and 
•	 to prepare accounts which accord with the 

accounting records and comply with the 
accounting requirements of the charities act 
have been met.

         

retired previously part qualified cost accountant and 
a local authority auditor (Qica)

30 lynwood avenue, luton, beds lU2 7ty

Name  arthur greaves
Date  5th may 2018



Financial Review
Public Benefit 
all of our activities are undertaken to further our charitable 
purposes for the benefit of the public. the trustees have 
had regard to charity commission guidance on public 
benefit in section 4 of the charities act 2006.

Financial review 
the moldova project is in a strong position at the end of 
2017 after a successful year. the charity trialled a new 
model for the building project in the summer of 2017 which 
did not require the services of volunteers from outside of 
moldova. this reduced our expenditure (and corresponding 
income) on volunteer travel and accommodation. despite 
this shift in our model, income still increased to £93,877 
(£78,849 in 2016), even as income from volunteers has 
dropped to £1,750 from £11,755 in 2016. 

in 2017 we have carried out a review of core expenditure 
with the aim of increasing the sustainability of our work. 
as a result of this review, we have made longer-term 
commitments to human resources in moldova to ensure 
that our work can continue to be delivered on the ground. 
we have also designated a small monthly fund to dealing 
with the urgent needs of beneficiaries to allow the team 
in moldova to respond more quickly to issues that arise. 
through the introduction of new expenditure controls and 
successful fundraising we have freed up unrestricted funds 
in order to fund these changes; net unrestricted income 
was £18,310.

2017 income generation
overall income in 2017 of £93,877 has increased on 2016 
(£78,849). this is due to voluntary receipts increasing to 
£92,127 in 2017 from £67,094 in 2016.

the charity has secured significant unrestricted voluntary 
receipts of £28,285 in 2017. this has come from successful 
gift aid claims covering several years of £14,074, and 
donations from individuals.

restricted voluntary receipts have totalled £63,842. the 
most significant sources have been a donation of £10,218 
from the staff of hse (cork and kerry) association to fund 
the building project, a donation of £7,506 from allergan 
international foundation to fund healthcare assistance, 
and a donation of £6,000 from allan and nesta ferguson 
charitable trust to fund training and the 2017 winter 
project. there have also been significant donations from 
individual donors.

as stated above, income from charitable activities has gone 
down to £1,750 in 2017 from £11,755 in 2016, due to the 
building project model trialled not requiring volunteers 
from outside of moldova.



2017 cost distribution
while improving the charity’s ability to deliver its 
activities in moldova through commitments to human 
resources, the charity has continued to deliver a high 
level of support directly to beneficiaries. the charity’s 
core sponsorship programme and healthcare support 
make up 36% of costs. additional support for these 
beneficiaries, which includes small self-sufficiency 
projects, housing support, the summer project and the 
winter project comprises 39% of costs. the building 
project represented 16% of costs in 2017.

the moldova project’s spending on charitable activities 
in 2017 included £20,072 on the sponsorship 
programme, level with the cost of the programme in 
2016 (£20,278). £28,283 was spent on additional 
support for beneficiaries and £7,752 on healthcare 
support, an increase on the amount spent on these two 
items together in 2016 (£29,823). there was a slight 
increase in the amount spent on rebuilding homes of 
beneficiaries in the building project, with £12,439 
spent, up from 2016 (£11,563). due to volunteers 
outside of moldova not being required for the building 
project, we were able to reduce volunteer travel costs 
for the year to £1,784 (£11,755 in 2016). 
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36% sponsorship 
and healthcare

39% additional 
support for 
beneficiaries

16% building 
project

6% staff 
and governance <1% 

volunteer 
travel

2% fundraising



ReCeIPTS
voluntary receipts
activities for generating funds (trading)
investment dividends/interest
income from charitable activities
interest received
other receipts
Total Receipts

PAyMeNTS
costs of generating voluntary receipts
costs of charitable activities
governance and administration costs
Total Payments

Net of Receipts / (Payments)

Cash Funds
Other monetary assets
Physical assets

Total Assets

Liabilities

Total Liabilities
Net Assets

Unrestricted (£)

28,285
–
–
–
–
–
28,285

1,201
8,646
128
9,974

18,310

cash
other debts
computers and equipment
furniture and fittings
other assets

taxes due
staff costs
suppliers’ accounts
other liabilities

Consolidated 2017 Financial Statement

Statement of assets and liabilities at end December 2017
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2017 Total (£)

92,127
–
–
1,750
–
–
93,877

1,201
74,862
128
76,190

17,686

2017 Total (£)

27,819  
–
–
–
–
27,819 

–
–
1,497
–
–
26,322

Restricted (£)

63,842
–
–
1,750
–
–
65,592

–
66,216
–
66,216

(624)

2016 Total (£)

67,094
–
–
11,755
–
–
78,849

634
75,096
188
75,918

2,931

2016 Total (£)

13,432
–
–
–
–
13,432

–
–
355
–
–
13,077



Reserves Policy
the charity targets an appropriate level of reserves in order 
to ensure it is prepared for an unexpected drop in funding. 
the reserves policy was set at £3,000 in 2015. the target 
was reviewed in may 2017 in light of the sustained increase 
in the level of the charity’s activity and revised upwards 
to £6,000. the change in the target reflects the new 
contractual commitments to moldovan consultants as well 
as the increase in the size of the core activities. 

a target of £6,000 for the reserves was set to ensure that, 
in the event of an unexpected funding shortfall, alternative 
funds could be sourced, or alternatively, support could be 
withdrawn from beneficiaries gradually over a 3-month 
period, rather than immediately. 

the reserves policy will be reviewed again when either; 
circumstances suggest a funding shortfall is more or less 
likely to occur than is currently the case, the level of activity 
of the charity changes, the aims of the charity change, or 
new guidance is issued by the charity commission. the 
moldova project has maintained reserves at the target level 
throughout 2017.

Responsibility of Trustees
the trustees are responsible for preparing the accounts in 
accordance with applicable law and regulations. 

the trustees are responsible for keeping adequate 
accounting records that are sufficient to show and explain 
the charity’s transactions and disclose with reasonable 
accuracy at any time the financial position of the charity 
and enable them to ensure that the accounts comply with 
ss132–166, charities act 2011 (ca 2011) and the charities 
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(accounts and reports) regulation 2008. they are also 
responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charity and 
hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and 
detection of fraud and other irregularities.

Accounting Policies
the financial statements have been prepared under the 
historical cost convention and in accordance with ss132–
166, charities act 2011 (ca 2011) and charities (accounts 
and reports) regulation 2008. they have been prepared 
on a receipts and payments basis. the particular accounting 
policies adopted are set out below.

Incoming resources: income is recognised in the financial 
statements when the charity receives this income. voluntary 
income is received by way of grants and donations and is 
included in full in the accounts when received. grants are 
recognised when the charity receives the grant. incoming 
resources from grants, where related to performance and 
specific deliverables, are accounted for when the charity 
receives these grants.

Resources expended: the policy for including items within 
the relevant activity categories of resources expended is 
recognising the expenditure in the period occurred, on a 
receipts and payments basis.

Restricted and unrestricted funds: unrestricted funds 
are those received without conditions attached, which are 
spent at the discretion of the trustees to further any of the 
charity’s purposes. restricted funds include those received 
from donors who express a preference for the use of the 
funds, where the charity designates those funds to reflect 
the purposes which donors had in mind.



Other notes
the 2017 accounts include donations which did not come 
through the Uk, but which were in support of the charity’s 
activities in moldova, including donations from non-Uk 
supporters. 

the 2017 accounts show liabilities of £1,497. this represents 
an obligation to maintain the services of two consultants in 
moldova: a consultant responsible for managing operations; 
and a consultant in the role of assistant.

we spent more restricted funds in 2017 than we received, 
expending some funds from 2016.

the following changes have been made to the categories of 
income and expenditure from the 2016 accounts:

•	 a new income category of healthcare income and new 
expenditure category of healthcare support have been 
created; previously healthcare income was included 
within other donations and healthcare support costs 
were covered under additional support.

•	 to reflect the contractual commitment to the moldovan 
consultants, and the separation of the consultant fees 
from the sponsorship programme costs as of june 2017, 
a new expenditure category of consultant fees has been 
created. 

•	 a new category of office costs has been created to reflect 
that these costs are being incurred for the first time 
in moldova; these are small as there is no permanent 
office space at present.



ReCeIPTS

Voluntary receipts
sponsorship programme
healthcare donations
building project donations
other donations
Subtotal

Charitable Activities
volunteer travel payments
Subtotal
Total Receipts

PAyMeNTS

Costs of generating voluntary receipts
fundraising application costs
marketing materials
Subtotal

Costs of charitable activities
sponsorship programme
healthcare costs
additional support for beneficiaries
volunteer travel costs
building projects
consultant costs
office costs
insurance
Subtotal

Governance and administration costs
governance costs
trustee expenses
Subtotal

Total Payments

Unrestricted (£)

–
–
–
28,285
28,285

–
–
28,285

63
1,138
1,201

935
–
3,145
34
–
3,520
469
542
8,646

128
–
128

9,974
41

2017 Total (£)

18,334
7,506
12,439
53,848
92,127

1,750
1,750
93,877

63
1,138
1,201

20,072
7,753
28,283
1,784
12,439
3,520
469
542
74,862

128
–
128

76,190

Restricted (£)

18,334
7,506
12,439
25,563
63,842

1,750
1,750
65,592

–
–
–

19,136
7,753
25,137
1,750
12,439
–
–
–
66,216

–
–
–

66,216

2016 Total (£)

12,146
–
7,699
47,249
67,094

11,755
11,755
78,849

–
634
634

20,278
–
29,823
11,755
11,563
–
–
1,677
75,096

100
88
188

75,918

Detailed Income and Expenditure Account
For the Period January – December 2017





alex kay
alina florea
alison dainty
alistair blanch
ami turner
andrei dorma
ann o’meara
anne thompson
antigoni koufi
arthur greaves
aurelia-balan cojocaru
beth hounslow
bethan mon
beth pope and family
carrie-ann duff
cathy and tim penrose
chris davies
clare fitzsimons
corrinne turner
denis juc
donna and greg janes
dylan prins
ed and bernice vogelzang
emma eden
felicia pricop

gaby hannah
geoff and chris watson
gwen sautner
harriet smith
hayley kuhl
helen carr
iain and jacqui edgar
iustina rotaru
jacy mesch
jordan jones
karon bearne
kym brooks
liz o’leary
lizzie and paul watson
lizzy stringer
louise o’reilly
lucia căpățînă
maria and jerry sweetnam
mark watson
marie and mike christie
margaret and chris watson
megan leicester
mercy fleming
natalia roman 
odile van onzenoort

boundary oak school, hampshire
allergan international foundation
allan and nesta ferguson charitable trust
staff of hse (cork and kerry) association
youth and sport of chisinau municipality
local authorities of bobeica, ciuciuleni, 
logănești, geamăna, ciobanovca villages
general direction of education, 
clifton house charitable trust
buburuza mela educational center
aqua magic aqua park, sociteni
mara foundation, the netherlands
the librarius bookstore network

olga ojog
olivia d’cruz
orla o’connell
peter stadler
piers casimir
roman gațcan
sandy mclennan       
sarah edwards
sergiu curlat
sigbjorn pilskog
shane and ali sweetnam
shona jones
sheila and 
brian sweetnam
sorinela buzdugan
pascari family
richard jennings
romanita revenco
tasha kimber
terry gallagher 
and jude grundy
tom manners
tracey and joelie sleap
viorel dragutan
wilfrid maughan

mico company
radio eco fm
diana valuță
prime tv
jurnal tv
basarabiei
moldova9 
tvr moldova
canal 3 tv
diez.md
publica tv
radio moldova
radio vocea red 

Organisations

Individuals

pro tv chișinău
becor company 
radio noroc
moldova 1 tv
orhei vit company
natura newspaper
gerards junior school
banteer national school
betania christian center
red maids’ school, bristol
ccf moldova organisation
british embassy in moldova
maxi dent plus stomatology

Thank You!
as our work continues to expand, so does the network 
of people who make it all possible. thank you so much 
to the following people and groups for their support this 
year – we couldn’t do it without you!


